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a b s t r a c t

Because of prohibitive data storage requirements in large-scale simulations, the memory

problem is an obstacle for Monte Carlo (MC) codes in accomplishing pin-wise three-

dimensional (3D) full-core calculations, particularly for whole-core depletion analyses.

Various kinds of data are evaluated and quantificational total memory requirements are

analyzed based on the Reactor Monte Carlo (RMC) code, showing that tally data, material

data, and isotope densities in depletion are three major parts of memory storage. The

domain decomposition method is investigated as a means of saving memory, by dividing

spatial geometry into domains that are simulated separately by parallel processors. For the

validity of particle tracking during transport simulations, particles need to be communicated

between domains. In consideration of efficiency, an asynchronous particle communication

algorithm is designed and implemented. Furthermore, we couple the domain decomposition

method with MC burnup process, under a strategy of utilizing consistent domain partition in

both transport and depletion modules. A numerical test of 3D full-core burnup calculations

is carried out, indicating that the RMC code, with the domain decomposition method, is

capable of pin-wise full-core burnup calculations with millions of depletion regions.

Copyright © 2016, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

With the higher requirements for the safety and economy of

nuclear reactors, as well as the developments of new types of

nuclear systems, traditional methods and tools for reactor

analysis are being challenged. The Monte Carlo (MC) method

is becoming an important area of research for the next gen-

eration of methods for reactor physics calculations. With the

development of parallel computing technology, the expec-

tations are rising to see the MC method being truly applied in

nuclear reactor engineering design practices [1]. However, a

prohibitive amount of data is required for storage in large-
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scale calculations in MC codes. Such excessive memory

demands turn into a key obstacle for the application of MC

method in accomplishing pin-wise three-dimensional (3D)

full-core calculations. In particular, for whole-core burnup

calculations withmillions of burnup regions, the data storage

reaches up to hundreds of gigabytes or even terabytes, which

far exceed the capacity of current computers.

Data decomposition [2,3] and domain decomposition [4,5]

are two feasible ways to solve the memory problem of MC.

Through the former method, specific types of data are

decomposed and distributed on different processors and par-

allel communications are called for data operation in neutron-

simulating processes. For the latter method, the idea is to

divide the problem model into smaller geometry domains,

which are assigned to different processors. The domain-

related data are, meanwhile, decomposed. The particles are

communicated between processors in the domain decompo-

sition method as the tracks of particles are cut into pieces.

In previous studies, tally data decomposition (TDD) algo-

rithms [6] have been designed and implemented based on the

Reactor Monte Carlo (RMC) code [7]. Thereafter, a combination

of TDD and depletion isotope data decomposition [8] is uti-

lized to alleviate the memory problem, enabling simple 3D

whole-core MC burnup calculations with hundreds of thou-

sands of depletion regions [9]. However, the memory problem

still exists for larger scale or fine 3D whole-core burnup,

because the material data cannot be decomposed in the TDD

method. In this paper, the domain decomposition method is

investigated to solve the memory problem thoroughly.

Through this work, fine 3D whole-core burnup calculations

with millions of depletion region are achieved.

2. Memory evaluation of MC codes

For an in-depth knowledge of thememory problem of MC, it is

necessary to classify data and analyze each data class quan-

titatively. Taking RMC as the reference, normally suitable to

other MC codes, the data can be classified into six categories:

geometry, material, nuclear data, particles, tallies, and

burnup. Thememorymodel can be constructed by going deep

into each data type and evaluating their memory sizes in

detail, as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2):

M ¼ Mgeo þMmat þMcs þMpart þMtally þMburn þMtemp (1)

MzNcellmcell þNmat þmmat þNtot_nucmnuc_cs þNpartmpart

þNtallymtally þNburncellmburncell

(2)

where totalmemoryusageofacode,M, is thesumof thememory

of different data types, Mx, with x as the data category. For

example, Mgeo defines memory of geometry data. Mtemp repre-

sents all other temporary and supporting data, which are gener-

ally negligible in the memory footprint. Furthermore, all data of

concern have a vector structure, and their memory sizes are

proportional to the amount of unit data. Total memory approxi-

mates intoEq. (2),whereNyandmy=my arethenumberandunitor

average storage size of specific data structure y, respectively.

Specifically, for the RMC code, the unit or average storage of

eachdata type canbe estimated. For example, data of onemate-

rial contain names (12 bytes), ID (4 bytes), and atom/mass

densities (16 bytes) of all nuclides in thematerial. For adepletion

calculation,assuming there is anaverageof 150nuclides/region,

thememory storage of onematerial is about 32� 150¼ 4.8� 103

bytes. Particle data contain eight double-precision floating vari-

ables (3 for coordinates, 3 for direction, 1 for energy, and 1 for

weight)torecordparticlestateinformation,andtherefore,itsunit

size is64bytes.Similarly,unitstorageof tally,whichiscomposed

ofstatisticsandfilterdata,isabout70bytes.Forburnupdata,RMC

accounts for 1500 nuclides in the depletion chain and the pre-

dictorecorrectormethodisused,andtherefore,theunitdatumis

3.6� 104 bytes. Finally, Eq. (3) is obtained todescribe thememory

consumption inburnup simulations using RMC.

MRMCz
�
100�Ncell þ4:8�103 �Nmat þ2�106 �Ntot nuc þ64

�Npart þ70�Ntally þ3:6�104 �Nburncell

�
bytes

(3)

Table 1 summarizes unit storage, scale of unit, and

maximum storage of each data type. It can be seen that three

types of data (i.e., tally data, burnup, and material) are the

main sources of memory problems of MC codes.

The HoogenboomeMartin whole core [10] was chosen as a

case study of large-scale MC burnup calculations. There are a

total of 241 assemblies and 63,624 fuel rods in the Hoo-

genboomeMartin core. In the modeling, each rod contains 24

burnupregions (12axiallyby2radially) toperformthedepletion

calculation. Table 2 predicts the memory storage using the

memory model.

3. Domain decomposition method

Different from the data decomposition method, spatial

domain decomposition (SDD) divides spatial geometry into

domains, which are simulated separately by parallel pro-

cessors, and particles crossing domains are communicated for

continuing tracking.

As indicated in Fig. 1, the main steps involved in imple-

menting SDD in particle transport MC code include (1) dividing

Table 1 e Memory storage evaluation of data types.

Data types Unit storage Scale Maximum storage

Geometry 100 bytes 100e106 0.1 GB

Material 4.8 KB 100e107 10 GB

Nuclear dataa 2 MB 100e102 1 GB

Particle 64 bytes 104e106 0.1 GB

Tally 70 bytes 0e1010 100 GB

Burnup 36 KB 0e107 100 GB

GB, gigabyte; KB, kilobyte; MB, megabyte.
a Assuming nuclides are in single temperature.

Table 2 e Memory storage of HeM whole-core burnup.

Data types Memory storage

Material 7.3 GB

Nuclear data 400 MB

Particle 64 MB

Tally 64.1 GB

Burnup 55.0 GB

Total 126.9 GB

GB, gigabyte; MB, megabyte.
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